
Singapore’s Food System: Security x Waste  

7 November, 2018 at The Hive Lavender 

Organised by Green Drinks (Singapore), in collaboration with Foodscape Collective 

Panellists: 

- Manda Foo of Bollywood Adventures,  
- Max Yeo of Eco-Wiz,  
- Social worker Abhishek Bajaj,  
- Bjorn Low of Edible Garden City,  
- Daniel Tay of SG Food Rescue,  
- Daniel Yap of Yihong Minimart,  
- Huiying Ng of Foodscape Collective (moderator) 

About food insecurity: 

•  Some people don’t know how to cook the vegetables donated, not all vegetables are 

used. 

•  Food sold near rental flats include sugary drinks sold for $2 and students get a special 

rate, deep fried food, waffles, fruits, kaya bread, Ben & Jerry’s at a discounted price. 

Food sold here is easily consumed, sugary food which is appetising and gives energy to 

children. 

•  Influence of parents is quite immense when it comes to shaping the children’s 

behaviour. If children are hungry and they want energy, they will usually go for sugary 

drinks but if the there is assertive parenting instead of a permissive parenting style, 

children will not eat so much sugary food. 

•  No one has information on which VWO is serving which area, which VWO is serving 

seniors, and which are the black holes that exist in Singapore. No one actually has 

information on the whole across Singapore, even though there are all these ministries in 

Singapore, nobody actually guides VWOs into saying “you work towards this vision and 

I’ll fund you as such,” so everyone comes up with their own vision, and set their own 

targets so there is no collective vision. 

•  In Singapore, we have a very systems dependent mindset. At school we have a school 

system, at the shopping mall there is another system, the reliance shifts the 

responsibility away from us, we always assume that someone else has the answer for it 

and someone else is taking care of it. We don’t really have a community based approach 

because we don’t even care.  
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• When we talk about biogas digesters etc implemented at community level or the stress 

that comes from the UN report on climate change, how are we going to actually counter 

it? So one of the things that are talked about by community workers for rental flats is a 

community based approach, where community volunteers who can take the lead when 

it comes to certain topics. More communication needs to be done to shift Singaporeans 

away from a dependent mindset to a more independent mindset. 

About food waste: 

•  Generally from observations, the more successful a business is, the more waste it 

generates. When wholesalers and retailers buy in bulk, it is cheaper. When they sell 

their vegetables, the cost of waste is passed on to the consumer. It doesn’t really make 

sense but this is how the system works. 

•  It is difficult to match demand and supply, so in terms of good weather there is 

oversupply because vegetables are cheap and farms produce a lot and it is passed on to 

wholesalers and retailers. There are retailers who then try to sell what they can and for 

whatever is unsold it is disposed of. Conversely when supply is low, prices are high, 

retailers don’t buy so much stock.  

•  The cost price of cucumber (at the point of this event) is $1 per kg, so one basket is $50 

per kilo. When there is surplus, one basket of cucumbers costs $5, a retailer could order 

$50 for 10 baskets (500kg), eventually there could be 100kg leftover and is disposed of. 

It will be dumped in the bin after 3-4 days. 

•  This is a demand and supply issue and we are thinking about the monetary cost but not 

the intangible cost to grow food. 

•  Why Singaporeans like to grab as much stuff as possible is because lots of Singaporeans 

have been brought up in a scarcity mindset. From young, our story is that we are a small 

country, we don’t have enough resources, land, and depend on ourselves and all our 

lives we are fed this narrative that we don’t have enough. Our prime minister has also 

mentioned that in order to remain competitive, we need to steal other people’s lunches, 

so we don’t have enough so we just grab as much as we can. When you have this scarcity 

mindset you think to yourself that you don’t have enough so any opportunity you can 

grab a lot, you just do that.  
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• But the reality is, we live in great abundance, especially of food. We have so much of 

everything but we think we have so little. If we can shift our mindset from one of 

scarcity to one of abundance, and come to realise that we have a lot, we have more than 

what we can consume on our own, we will end up sharing with others.  

•  Daniel only realised this when he looked into bins and saw that Singaporeans are 

throwing away things of better quality than the things he owned, and started to realise 

that he didn’t have to pay money to buy these things, he could just take it from the bin, 

and ended up picking up so many things that he could not use it all and began sharing it 

with others. The more he gave things away, the happier he felt and the more things he 

felt he had. That is how he worked on his own scarcity mindset, he says everyone has to 

go through their own journey to find their own abundance mindset. 

•  One of the things seen in food rescues is the problem of redistribution, it comes down to 

the problem of logistics - for businesses it is cheaper to throw away the food than to 

redistribute. With logistics comes transport, storage, manpower and communications 

with agencies and organisations and it costs money. The company’s aim is to make as 

much money as possible, so if it is more convenient and cheaper to throw it away then 

the company will throw it away. 

•  SG Food Rescue collects at most 2T of food from Pasir Panjang wholesale market. 

Based on a 2009-2010 report by NTU students, the wholesale market throws away 

around 30T of food every day. 

•  Around 30 - 40% of food produced globally is going to waste so even if we increase the 

amount of food that is being produced, are we addressing the food that is going to 

waste? If we redistribute the food going to waste to the people who need it, we can solve 

world hunger immediately, this is also true locally, if food is redistributed here, there 

will be no hungry people in Singapore. 

•  Food Rescue SG has food sharing points in 10 locations in Singapore and they share all 

their surplus food with their community group and they take whatever food they want. 

It doesn’t go to waste. At ground level this is how we can reduce food waste, by sharing 

what we have in abundance. If we can have this mindset where we can share it at a 

national level. If we can’t do it locally, how can we expect to do it globally? 
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About food recycling: 

•  Food waste that cannot be “reused” / salvaged - the most come from hospitals, hotels, 

shopping malls, big restaurants, government institutions, schools.  

•  Eco-wiz has an on-site food waste solution, what is produced on-site is recycled on-site. 

They turn it into a resource such as liquid nutrients, non-potable water, recycled water 

and there are plans to turn it into energy. Currently they are trying to work with the 

government and commercial businesses on this. Whenever Eco-Wiz assesses how much 

food waste will be generated by a food business, they will look at whether it offers a 

buffet, if yes - they need to upsize the machine offered. This is the case for hotels, or eat-

all-you-can steamboat or other restaurants, and 24-hour supermarkets. If it is a 5-star 

hotel, the kitchen has to produce enough food for display purposes or it will not look 

like a 5-star hotel and it is expected of the hotel. 

•  In 2015, Singapore produced 800,000T of food waste, that is equivalent to more than 

1500 olympic sized swimming pools, around 2 bowls of rice wasted per person per day.  

•  Overseas, the in-sink grinders like the inSinkErator is used to grind up food waste but 

in Singapore it is not allowed because we have a centralised waste water treatment 

plant, and the government doesn’t allow food to flow through with dishwashing water 

into the open river, as it will burden the waste water treatment plant. 

•  Eco-Wiz has managed to convince the government to trial the in sink grinder by 

installing their system in the basement of the building itself. They are currently working 

with PUB in a residential estate at a service apartment managed by CDL, using an eco 

digester and composter. All food waste is ground and flows together with dishwashing 

water through the pipes into their system. A solid water separator to return this water 

to PUB’s system and the food solids will be put through Eco-Wiz’s system. When it 

passes through the eco digester it becomes liquid fertiliser, and through the eco 

composter, it becomes compost. Residents can collect compost for their garden, and 

gardeners can collect liquid nutrients for used for the garden. So all food waste 

produced on the estate is reduced and recycled and remains on the estate. HDB is 

showing interest in this system, so if PUB is happy with the results, it is possible that 

this will be rolled out in our homes in future. 

•  This also means there will be less trucks on the road and less carbon emitted, also food 

waste needs to be contained in plastic bags, so less plastic bags will be used at 

residential and commercial level. 
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•  Another development that Eco-Wiz is working on is to turn food waste and general 

waste into energy - known as refuse derived fuel or energy pellets.  

•  Residents pay a standard fee for waste disposal, but for the commercial sector they pay 

$77 per tonne of waste disposed, regardless of whether it is general waste or food waste, 

as long as they are sending one tonne of waste to the incineration plant. This could 

translate to around $4000 - $5000 a month for waste management companies. So by 

treating the food waste on site, they can cut down on disposal fees and haulage. By not 

having any food waste in the bin centre, garbage trucks can cut down the frequency of 

trips to once a day. NEA makes it mandatory for daily collection, no food waste is 

allowed to stay in the bin centre for more than 24 hours. 

•  1 kg of food waste can produce 1 litre of concentrated liquid nutrients, it needs to be 

diluted at a ratio of 1:7 before use.  

About Farming: 

•  Singapore has more than 1000 community gardens, possibly more than anywhere in 

the world, a successful initiative by NParks. How do we activate them in time of need? 

So education and empowerment is where Edible Gardens is working towards, not so 

much agricultural systems or how much they can produce in a given space. To them the 

value is more in the intangible side. 

•  Farmers are getting some support but not necessarily targetted and well researched 

support, but getting some support in terms of raising productivity and yield, and raising 

the technological capability of farmers. This is useful because if it is done in a large 

enough scale, it puts the cost of production down for the farmer and increases profits 

provided the market is able to buy his/her produce.  

•  Even with the limited amount of food production in Singapore, local farmers cannot sell 

their food and you will realise that at NTUC when you see Seng Choon eggs going at two 

for the price of one, buy two get one free. Why is it that local farmers have to resort to 

such deep offers that devalue the food that we produce. This has to do with economics 

and the fact that we are flooded by imports.  

•  So the policy in Singapore is skewed towards benefitting the consumer. This is 

obviously because there are more consumers than producers in Singapore and food 

needs to be kept cheap because there are a lot of Singaporeans who struggle with being 

able to afford food. 
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•  Many Singaporeans don’t even pay income tax, which shows that there is a lot of urban 

poverty so it is important for the government to keep food very cheap, so in order to do 

that, they flood the market with more food than they can ever consume. So when 

farmers produce better quality, fresher and more expensive food, it does not get 

consumed. People choose the Chinese and Malaysian vegetables, the Vietnamese fish, 

the Malaysian eggs over our own produce. So yes, we are getting support in raising 

productivity but that is not really the issue for farmers now because a lot of them would 

not want to raise productivity because they won’t be able to sell it anyway so it will 

become food waste. So now the question is - how are farmers getting support to better 

market their produce, to give them a better price at the farm gate to pressure big players 

like NTUC Fairprice, Dairy Farm Group, restaurants to offer a better price for produce, 

and also then educate the consumer on why they can pay that 20% more, that 30% 

more for Singapore produce because it is that much safer, it is fresher and of better 

quality, so the help is there but not targetted at the right issue at this point for the 

primary producer, which is the farmer. 

•  For Edible Garden City, if they were to grow staples like pak choy, chye sim, and bayam, 

they won’t be able to survive, so they had to go for high value, short cropping cycles to 

go to market. They picked high end, niche produce that they could grow - edible 

flowers, micro greens which serves a small percentage of what is consumed in the 

market but that keeps the business going, now they have moved into growing 

mushrooms. So it is about tweaking the growing model to address the situation they are 

in. They like to grow in soil but their site mainly has tarmac so they have to find ways to 

use the space. 

•  Essentially the logistics and the food supply chain is where the issue is, a lot of the time. 

The trade system is always a challenge with imports coming in, food costs is kept low 

because the real cost of producing the food is not accounted in the final price, so for 

something that is grown in China and shipped here, it can be cheaper than what is 

produced in the local farm but it does not take into consideration the environmental 

issues like things being flown over and farming practices, so the true cost of food is not 

being reflected and is being suppressed.  
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•  The carbon tax will impact farmers in Singapore, especially the ones that the 

government is trying to promote so there is some contradiction there. On one hand they 

want to promote high energy, vertical farms that use a lot of LED lights and use other 

forms of energy that replace lights and nutrients, and on the other hand they will be 

slapped with the carbon tax. This is something that farmers are very concerned about 

and this is one of the pain points stopping them from going high tech because the cost is 

so much more, it is not just the carbon tax but a whole host of other things. It is one of 

the pain points stopping them from intensifying their food production and it will affect 

those farming on a larger scale for commercial purposes. 

•  Any pressure is good to getting production to become more efficient, Edible Garden 

City uses quite a bit of energy when growing food indoors because there is air 

conditioning, lights, ventilation systems, etc. The demand they are targetting to address 

is high value produce imported from Holland, and are instead growing it locally. It is an 

exercise of trying to understand how much carbon is emitted as compared to what is 

being imported, and those microgreens grown in Holland use LED lights too. With the 

carbon tax they will begin looking into their carbon emissions. 

•  Singaporeans can survive for a very long time if there are zero imports. Rice stockpiles 

are very strong in Singapore, a minimum of two months. Also, people do not need to eat 

rice but we do it because is a habit. For cereals - two months, for vegetables, if we came 

to the dire state that there are no imports at all, we can survive forever because we have 

a lot of unused land that is marked for military use - 20%. It can be repurposed for 

intensive vegetable growing. Kangkong takes 28 days from seed to harvest. If we 

consume all the 30T of food waste from Pasir Panjang per day, it could get us through a 

couple of weeks, we would be able to grow our own vegetables in the HDB estates, also 

on void decks, we can all survive for a long time if we all became producers, and took 

part in that process of growing vegetables.  
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• Microgreens are very high in nutrients, protein would be a bigger problem, for eggs, we 

could get up to 50% of what we consume. Singaporeans consume around 3 million eggs 

a day, we get 5 million eggs of supply every day, so 2 million (40%) is wasted. Local 

farmers can produce up to 1.5 - two million eggs a day, if we cut down on egg 

consumption, we can survive on eggs. Meat proteins would be a bit of a problem, we 

don’t grow any poultry, cows, or pigs for consumption. If you are very rich you can buy 

from the farmer, the only one who has livestock. For fish, we grow around 7% of our 

needs, so it will go up a lot in price, and some people will be able to afford it. If all the 

borders closed, we would not starve, but then comes the question of not availability but 

affordability, because it could be diverted to those who can afford it, because of 

economics. 

•  In the 1980s, Singapore was 100% food secure, but since then our land for farming has 

shrunk and our population has doubled. 

•  With various techniques, the older ones like biodynamic farming talks about closed 

loop farming - using natural techniques and organic. If we see Singapore as a farm in 

itself, all of this food we are wasting can be turned into fertility, it can be all be pushed 

back into the production system or into the streetscape or landscape. That is what 

Edible Garden City is trying to pilot right now, it requires industry-wide change on how 

we deal with food waste and farming and downstream. 

•  If we look at Malaysia, they have a lot of land but they still import 70% of their food 

because consumer demands are quite differently. They want food that is not grown 

locally when wealth of people go up. So big agricultural nations also import a lot of food 

and don’t grow their own as much and whatever they grow is then exported, for 

example, to Singapore. A lot of this is to do with the trade, economic system around 

food. I 

•  In the UK, they are able to grow 100% of the potatoes they eat but because of certain 

trade policies, they have to export a percentage to France and then reimport it from 

somewhere else, because of tariffs and laws. This needs to change and the supply chain 

needs to be addressed. 
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•  Meat consumption is bad for the environment and very inefficient, for example, a lot of 

corn, soy and wheat goes to feeding animals, and these animals use up land and water 

that can be used to grow nutritious vegetables. We do not need so much protein, and in 

Singapore we eat far more protein than we need, not as bad as some other countries. 

Red meat is harmful for the environment and also for our health.  

•  How can we then rear animals in a more sustainable manner? One that is respectful to 

the environment and sustainable for human health. One thing is of course to look at a 

system akin to permaculture - the kampung (village) system, where waste is recycled, 

and animals eat food waste instead of imported soy and corn. The other way is to look 

at new forms of animal feed.  

• Citizen Farm is doing a lot of research and experimentation with black soldier flies 

which converts food waste into fertiliser and black soldier flies can become animal feed, 

very high protein animal feed that can be used to feed other animals. All that land used 

to grow soy and corn can be freed up to feed humans. As consumers and producers, we 

can all work together to make meat production more sustainable, but one way is 

definitely to cut down on consuming it because we don’t need so much of it. It is a good 

idea to go meatless as least once a week. 

•  We need to make farms a living classroom. Farms need to be more than primary 

producers - they are spaces for experience and education. The people and land are way 

more valuable to be just primary producers. Whether they are urban or peri urban we 

need to see the role of farms as a place for consumers, students especially, to learn 

about the profession, to respect the profession and the value of food. A child who 

doesn’t know the process of how a vegetable is grown or how a chicken is reared, will 

grow up to be a wasteful adult.  

About Consumers 

•  How can people improve food sustainability in Singapore? Consumers need to look at a 

few things, one - what they eat, two - where the food comes from, and three - consumers 

need to take ownership of the waste they produce. 
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•  What they eat impacts the environment, we have seen a lot of media reports about 

veganism, how eating less meat can help the environment - yes and no. Yes because on 

average it takes more energy and resources to grow meat but no because meat is also 

important for nutrition, and it supports local farming systems so it doesn’t make any 

sense to eliminate meat altogether, we just need to relook certain types of production of 

meat and see if that is sustainable. 

•  The other thing they need to look at is where the food comes from, where do you want 

to put your money into, do you want to put it into long homogenous supply chains that 

support global, huge food conglomerates who’s practices are quite questionable? Or do 

you want to put it in places that support your local farmers, shorter supply chains, your 

own local producers, etc.  

•  Consumers also need to take ownership of the waste they produce. Is it necessary to get 

so much food for yourself? The first question was why retailers buy so much and the 

answer was bulk buys are cheaper. I also think that a lot of consumers are guilty of 

buying more than they can consume because it is cheaper, so ask ourselves that 

question - do we need to buy that thing on offer when we know we are going to throw 

away half of it. If we change our behaviours, so will retailers. So it’s really volume of 

food, where it comes from and what we are putting into our bodies and the kind of 

impact it will have on the environment, public health and the health of the local food 

system. 

•  When Edible Garden City started their consumer box scheme, they wanted it to be a 

CSA (community-supported agriculture) programme, something that was not popular 

in Singapore because no one wants to pay first and wait a month before they receive 

their vegetables on a subscription basis. But they found a niche group of people who did 

that, who choose to support farmers. In general, the market will choose the cheaper 

food, pak choy for $1, instead of the locally grown $3, but it is grown in an ecologically-

friendly manner. A lot of people will choose the $1 vegetable and save their money to 

buy an iPhone. It’s hard to tell someone from a low income background to choose 

something more expensive, those with a higher income have a lot more choice.  

•  There are also food growing standards - organic, biodynamic. Essentially these are a 

guide. In the organic industry, you can use antibiotics and spray pesticides if you apply 

for it. It is important to know your farmer and get involved in the food production 

process, such as visiting them and knowing the integrity of your farmers is a good step 

to take to be a more responsible consumer. 
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•  In Singapore, we are a consumer of a lot of vegetables from Malaysia, when we become 

a bit more educated and aware we can create far reaching impact in the region, in 

Malaysia or Indonesia, we can actually dictate how they grow their food a lot more 

responsibly.  

•  Edible Garden City is working with Malaysian and Thai farmers to tell their stories for 

the consumers in Singapore. 

•  When we say we say that we are educating the consumers, we are assuming that the 

consumers are not educated. The truth is that consumers have already been educated 

and who have they been educated by? In sales and marketing, it is said that the best way 

to sell something is to educate them on the benefits of one’s product, brand and all that. 

So when you look at what the majority of consumers want, they want fresh products. 

The reason why retailers have vegetables that are ugly, it’s because consumers have 

already been educated not to buy these. If you look around at supermarkets, do you see 

any ugly vegetables in them? Supermarkets have already been educating consumers to 

expect fresh, beautiful vegetables, and the ugly ones are thrown away. The point is - 

when we talk about educating the consumer, it’s not about educating someone from a 

blank slate and putting out more information to them. It is about competing with the 

education they have already received from other retailers. We can go one step further 

and ask, “Why do supermarkets want to educate their consumers to expect fresh and 

good looking products?” It’s because these are the ones which can be sold for a higher 

profit margin. The fresher ones you get it for a higher price, the ugly ones you can sell at 

a discount and get a lower profit margin, so naturally supermarkets want to sell the 

ones they can get at a greater profit. It’s not simply about educating the consumers, we 

need to realise what we are up against - big companies with huge budgets in marketing 

and education so it’s a bigger problem than we think. 
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